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Abstract

Optimization Model for Power Systems Islanding

A mixed integer linear programming (MILP) formulation is presented for intentionally forming islands in a
power network. We give the motivation, formulation
and numerical results of the model. Numerical results
on test networks upto 300 buses show the method is
computationally efficient on large networks.

Consider a power system network with nB buses. Let Gb and Db be the set of generators and demands at bus b, let Bb be
the set of buses connected by a line to bus b, let L be the set of lines and let b0 be the reference bus. Parameters Pg- and
Pg+ are the bounds on variable pGg , the real power output of generator g; and parameter PdD is the real power consumed by
load d. Variable pLbb0 is the real power flowing into line bb0 from bus b, and parameter Pbb+0 is the real power line rating of
the line bb0. Variable θb is the voltage phase angle at bus b.

Motivation
Modern power systems are designed to handle single outO W E R G Revents
I D like wind
age at a time. But sometimesPunpredicted
storms or natural disasters happen and they cause two or
more outages at a time. Since power system is not designed to handle such a situation, cascading outages occur
and lead to large area blackout.

Sectioning Constraints

Load Model

We define binary variables γb for each bus b and ρl for
each line l in the network respectively. The constraints to
partition the network into two sections are as follows:

We define pDd = αdPdD, where αd is the proportion of the
load delivered at demand d. We define βd as the load
satisfaction probability in section 0. Probability of the
load satisfaction in section 1 is unity. This is achieved by
following set of equations:

ρbb0 ≤ 1 + γb − γb0
ρbb0 ≤ 1 − γb + γb0
γb = 0
γb = 1

to a Wide-Scale Blackout?

p̂Lbb0 =
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load is assumed to be homogeneous, i.e., real and reactive components are shed in equal proportions.
The AC-OLS is a nonlinear programming (NLP) problem and
may be solved efficiently by interior point methods.
5. Computational results

This section presents computational results using the above
islanding formulation. First, a demonstration is given of the islanding approach on a 24-bus network. Following that, the construction of the further test problems is described, then computation
times for different convergence criteria for the MILP islanding calculation are given, and finally the accuracy of the DC solutions are
assessed by comparing them with the AC solutions.

d∈D
these values with those obtained from the post-islanding AC OLS.

Buses 9, 11, 14, 16, 17 and 22 have been placed in section 0. No
subject
to:have (1)
(13) off. Of the original 2850 MW degenerators
been switched

mand, 469 MW has been placed in the ‘‘risky’’ section 0, and
34.58 MW of load has been shed (as determined by the AC OLS).
The returned AC OLS solution is feasible with respect to system line
flow limits and all voltages are between 0.95 and 1.05 p.u.
Note that islanding bus 9 alone would have resulting in the loss
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of the entire 175 MW load at 506
that bus, plus further possible losses
in section 1 in order to balance the system. The optimized solution
places more buses and loads in section 0 than is strictly necessary,
Table 1
but allows balanced, feasible islands to be obtained with minimum
Pre- and post-islanding generator outputs for the 24-bus test example.
expected load shed.

Numerical Results

We have tested our model on standard IEEE test cases ranging from 9 to 300 bus nodes. Here we give an example of 24
bus network
and the computation times to solve big IEEE test networks.
5.1. 24-bus network case study
The IEEE Reliability Test System [23] network comprises 38
lines and 24 buses, 17 of which have loads attached. Total generation capacity is 3405 MW from 32 synchronous generators. The total load demand is 2850 MW.
The islanding scenario is described as follows. With the network
operating initially at a state determined from an AC OPF, it is suspected that bus 9 has a fault, and it is decided to island this bus to
avoid further failures; hence, bus 9 is assigned to B0 . It is assumed
that bd ¼ 0:75; 8d 2 D. In obtaining a new steady-state solution for
the islanded network, each generator is permitted to vary real
power output by up to 5% of its pre-islanding value, or switch
0
d
off. In the objective, a unity reward, Rd = 1, is assumed for each
load, and small penalties are placed on line cuts and generator disconnections (!1 ¼ 0:001; W l ¼ 1; !2 ¼ 0:01; W g ¼ P Gmax
in (9)).
g
Fig. 2 shows the optimal islanding solution, obtained by solving
the DC MILP islanding problem. Table 1 shows the real and reactive
power outputs at each generator bus, both prior to, and after, islanding. All individual unit outputs are within limits. Table 2 shows

24 Bus Example

5.2. Further islanding test cases
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A set of islanding test cases was built based on test networks
Post
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with between 9 and 300 buses. For a network with nB buses, nB scenarios were generated by assigning
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Computation Times on Big Networks
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is the pre-islanding generation and RG
g
g
network.
is the limit on change of output owing to ramp rate limits and/or
generator reserve. For the 24-bus network, for which ramp rates
are given, RG
g is set to the maximum change over 2 min. For all other
G
networks Rg is set to equal to 5%
of pG0
The pre-islanding generag . (9)
Objective
tion levels are those obtained by solving an AC OPF.
Penalties
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"
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Exp.
load
supply,
J
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J
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DCeach
ACline.
phase angle difference of 0.4 rad is imposed for
Generation
objective function, a value of 0.75
is used (MW)
for the load loss penalty
bd, while the values of !1 and !2Load
in (9)—the
penalties on line cuts
supplied (MW)
and generator disconnection respectively—are
Load shed (MW)0.1 and 0.0001, with
Gþ
Wl = 1 and W g ¼ P g .

Figure 3 shows the islanded solution. Six buses are placed
in section 0, 16.5% of the load was placed in this section.
35 MW of load was shed in this islanding solution.
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Problems were solved on a dual quad-core 64-bit Linux machine with 8 GiB RAM, using AMPL 11.0 with parallel CPLEX 12.3
to solve MILP problems. Computation times quoted include only
1
the time taken to solve the islanding optimization to the required
level of optimality, and not the AC-OLS, and are obtained as the
elapsed (wall) time used by CPLEX during
10 −1 the solve command.
A time limit of 5000 s is imposed.
Fig. 3 shows the times required to find obtain feasible islanding
−2
solutions to varying proven levels of 10
optimality.
Minimum, mean
9
14
24 30
39
and maximum times are obtained for each network
by solving
each
B
of the n scenarios once. The first set of times show that all problems are solved to feasibility well within 1 s. In all cases, a feasible
solution was found at the root note, without requiring branching.

Fig. 2. Islanding of the 24-bus network.

Figure 3: Islanding of 24 Bus Network
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The case studies of historic blackouts suggest that blackouts were initially triggered by a disturbance in a small
part of the network. Disturbance was not curtailed to the
affected area in time and eventually it spread across the
network causing wide area blackout.
As a mitigation step to wide area blackouts we propose
an islanding approach. We assume that there is problem
in a small part of the network. Let B0 denotes the set
of troubled buses, and let B1 be the set of buses which
are operating normally. We want to isolate buses in B0
by creating atleast two disconnected components of the
network S0 and S1 such that B0 ⊆ S0, and B1 ⊆ S1.
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The reference bus and real power generation constraints
are:
θb0 = 0,
(12)
Pg- ≤ pg ≤ Pg+
(13)
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The objective of our optimization model is to maximize the amount of load delivered to customers. Let Md be the
reward per unit of real power delivered at demand d. The optimization problem is as follows

140
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(6)
(7)

Optimization Problem

200

Power
Outages 100
>100MW

0 ≤ α0d ≤ α1d,
0 ≤ α1d ≤ γb

Σ pGg = Σ PdD + 0 Σ pLbb0

(9)

−(1 − ρbb0 )P̂bb+0 ≤ p̂Lbb0 − pLbb0 ≤ (1 − ρbb0 )P̂bb+0

Source: World’s Worst Power Outages, National Geographic
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−ρbb0 Pbb+0 ≤ pLbb0 ≤ ρbb0 Pbb+0 ,

In the last decade we have witnessed numerous wide area
blackouts. Figure 1 shows the chaos and pain which follows after the blackout. The biggest blackout of history
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−Bbb0 (θb − θb0 )

Here
is the auxiliary variable for real power flow. When
the line bb0 is connected, we must have pLbb0 = p̂Lbb0 , and
when the line is disconnected then pLbb0 = 0 and p̂Lbb0 is free.
This is modelled as:

(b) US & Canada Blackout 2003

(5)

The power balance constraint at each bus of the network
is given by:

p̂Lbb0

nsequences can provide insights into mitigation

αd = α0d + α1d,

Other Constraints

The linear real power flow equation is given by:

suffered a massive blackout in August 2003.
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DC Power Flow Equations
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